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Introduction

Celsia's supply chain manages its processes through the development of

differentiated supply strategies, to deliver high-value solutions in social

responsibility practices and in the integration of sustainable models.

Within our commitments, there is the willingness to know, apply and

disseminate the group's strategy, which is materialized in the Integrated

Report and in other complementary documents that are mandatory

compliance by Celsia's employees and suppliers of goods and services:

• Business Conduct Code

• Policy for managing the risk of fraud, bribery and corruption of Celsia

Scope

The Supply´s process begins with the needs´s identification of goods and 

services of the organization and ends with supply´s solutions delivery.

Applies to the procurement of goods and services of the organization, with

the following exceptions: Energy, Generation Fuels, Insurance, Mergers

and Acquisitions, Financial Services Contracts, Personnel Selection,

Contracting of Lawyers, Training, Utilities, Real Estate and Confidential

Audit Processess.

Finally, it is important to manage and optimize the supply chain of goods

and services and their information flows, thus integrating sustainable

models.
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Codes and Policies

01 | Business Conduct

Code

This Code is a behavioral guide

that complements our judicious and

common sense approach, to help

us adopt behaviors that make us

proud and that promote the

maintenance of Celsia's positive

image. This Code leads us to

promote the generation of value in 

a responsible manner

02 | AML-CFT

Policy to strengthen control

preventmechanisms tending to

operations with stakeholders and

investors from being used as an  

instrument for the concealment,

management and investment of capital

proceeds of illicit and criminal activities,

or to give the appearance of legality to

illicit activities or to transactions and

funds linked to them

03 | Gender Equality

Celsia and its related companies, in

accordance with its human rights and

fundamental element of

diversity and inclusion policies,  

promote gender equality as a

the

organizational culture.

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/


Codes and Policies

04 | Environmental

Celsia recognizes the importance

of environmental conservation and

the rational use of natural

resources, promoting the use of low

carbon energies, diversifying its

offer of products and services for

the improvement of the quality of

life of people

05 | Social Policy

This policy defines the framework of

action that the collaborators and

ofestablishes the principles

relationship for social

based on the respect,

management,  

transparency

and building trust, always giving the 

best for grow up together

06 | Quality Policy

To provide power generation,

transmission, and

energy and

commercialization in a timely

distribution and  

natural gas  

and

reliable manner to keep our clients

satisfied, ensuring compliance with

the legal and regulatory requirements

and continuous improvement of the

processes

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/


Codes and Policies

07 | Competition Policy

We are committed to free

competition as the guiding principle

of any market economy, therefore,

we defend the freedom of business

and the pursuit of efficiency in the

markets in which we participate

08 | Managing the Risk of 

fraud, bribery and corruption 

policy

Is intended to communicate to all

employees of Celsia and stakeholders

a resounding message that the

company is opposed to any illegal act,

that is willing to face it and to prevent

an eventual deterioration of its

finances, its image and its reputation

09 | Human rights Policy

To aligned with the corporate strategy, we express

our commitment to respect and promote Human

Rights, committing ourselves to carry out our

business operations in coherence with the  

Universal Charter of Human Rights and in

accordance with the applicable regulatory systems

in the countries in which we do business activities;

norms and principles that will continue to guide our

actions, the way we achieve the results and the

sustainability of the company

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/


Purchase Documents
Purchase Documents

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/

Supply Guideline

This document contains the guidelines 

for the processes of Strategic Supply of 

Celsia S.A. and its Subsidiaries. The 

provisions contained in these guidelines 

are complementary to the Code of 

Business Conduct and Celsia's Antifraud 

Policy and are mandatory

Social and environmental 

specifications for suppliers

For Celsia the establishment of mutually 

beneficial relationships with its suppliers 

is a priority, evidence of which is that the 

management of this relationship 

appears as one of the material issues of 

the Sustainability Policy of the 

organization

Contractor´s Manual

This document establishes a framework 

of action for suppliers, contractors and 

temporary service companies, from pre-

contractual , contractual, and post-

contractual stages, in accordance with 

Colombian legislation and policies 

established in aspects of human and 

administrative management

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/gobierno-corporativo-celsia-colombia/


Purchase Documents
Purchase Documents

Supplier Code of

Conduct

The Code of Conduct is a tool that 

helps our suppliers to strengthen 

ethical behaviors with Integrity at all 

times as an inspiring principle of 

acting

Good social and 

environmental practices for 

suppliers Guide

Simple and useful actions that our suppliers 

must establish to mitigate negative 

education, social and environmental 

impacts, resulting from the execution of 

some of the activities for which they were 

hired.

Terms and Conditions 

of the Order

The terms and conditions by which 

the purchase of goods is governed and 

/ or the provision of services (the

"purchase and sale") requested by the 

buyer through the order, are 

those described in this document

It is important to have internalized all the policies of the company and the documents that our supply 

chain involves, in order to disclose it to the stakeholders, especially our suppliers, who must fully comply 

with Celsia's policies and guidelines



Sustainability is a road that we take 

step-by-step to identify and reduce risks, 

create efficiency and create value for all.

Risk: Identification, management and 
mitigation.

Efficiency – Transparency – Value 
Creation: Economic, Environmental, 
Social.

Relationship: Stakeholder.

Reputation: Internal and External 
Commitment: Responsible management.

Coherence: What I say and what I do

¿Why is the sustainability
policy in the supply chain
important?

Sustainability is one of the pillars of the strategy and supply processes.

Likewise, we promote sustainable development and strive to address

sustainability throughout the entire value chain, both for the company and

for our suppliers. For this reason, suppliers are an essential part of our

sustainable chain

⭠



Supply Chain  
Strategy



The company 
strategic framework

We dare
to be differetn

We enjoy making
life easier

We are flexible
and reliable

We do our best
to grow together

Customer in 
the center



Supply within the strategic framework

ReliableTimely
to the needs

Effective
in the results

Global
in our vision

in our processes

Digital
in the use of tools

Integrated
into the rest of
the processes

Responsible
in dealing with our

suppliers

WE ARE FLEXIBLE AND 

RELIABLE

WE DO OUR BEST TO 

GROW TOGETHER

WE DARE TO BE 

DIFFERENT

CloseAligned
to the business

to the members of
the public we
interact with

Flexible
to our users’ needs

WE ENJOY MAKING LIFE 

EASIER



Supply Chain description
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Our fundamentals
Bases to build our strategic planning

SUPPLY CHAIN 4.0

WE TRANSFORM OUR 

OPERATING MODEL TO PROVIDE 

EFFICIENT AND DIFFERENTIATED 

SOLUTIONS, LEVERAGING THE 

GROWTH OF THE COMPANY 

AND THE NEEDS OF OUR 

CLIENTS

OPERATIONAL MODEL

WE ANTICIPATE RISKS AND DEFINE 

THE STRATEGY TO ACT ON THEM, 

ALWAYS ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF 

OUR DECISIONS TOWARDS THE 

ORGANIZATIONS AND STAKEHOLDERS

RISK DEVELOPMENT AND 

SKILLS

WE STRENGTHEN OUR 

TEAM TO PROMOTE THE 

TRANSFORMATION OF 

THE COMPANY

SUSTAINABLE  

SUPPLY



Culture 2.0

It is the principles related to the

structure of the company, with the

methods of performing work and even

the way in which we relate.

1

Strategic Plan

It is the strategic and tactical planning 

which leads to initiatives and actions 

that the area will work on during a 

specific period.

2

3

Sustainability

Indicators / KPI´s

Designed to have sustainable

standards which evaluate, estimate or

demonstrate the progress of variables

in order to established goals of the

supply chain.

The Supply area

has the following

significant

supporting elements

for its process



Empowerment Flexibility Agility+ +

Simplification y elimination
The route for 2022

Culture 2.0



Strategic Plan
Since 2020, our planning focused on sustainable

sourcing and sourcing 4.0, pillars that promote

transformation and flexibility in the face of the

organization's needs and in the commitment

and relationship with our stakeholders, with a

comprehensive scope, from the ability to give

continuity to our services, always assessing the

risks of the processes, until the strengthening of

our human team.



What are our priorities?
SUPPLY CHAIN 4.0

&

SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY

Continue strengthening the 

relationship model with 

suppliers, to promote 

collaborative work, integrate 

them into Celsia strategy and and 

culture and enhance their 

performance to improve service 

levels in the value chain.

RELATIONSHIP  

MODEL

Of the supply chain, 

anticipating the 

materialization of risks, 

through the definition of

controls, monitoring
their application and 

measuring their 

effectiveness.

RISK 

MANAGEMENT

Have more resources to 

strengthen simplification 

and digitalization 

initiatives, in order to 

enhance the transformation of 

the supply chain and ensure a 

greater contribution to the 

business strategy

DIGITAL

Develop new skills and 

competences to address 

the challenges and  

opportunities that arise 

from new business 

models and global trends

ADAPTABILITY



Sustainable 

Supply Chain

Strategy

Aiming to

transformation,

be part of Celsia’s

the Supply Chain team

has defined the Sustainable Purchasing

Policy, which is focused on Circular

Economy and best practices in

sustainable consumption.

Addtionally, the Supplier

Development Program and Integral Risk

Management are set un place to

strengthen our relationship with out

suppliers, allowing the team to have an

holistic process view, while working in

teams towards the implementation of

solutions that aim to diverse benefits.



There for, our Supply Chain must:

1. Be an ally for change.

2. Understand that sustainability must be an acitve 

part of all business processes; extending this 

directive to our suppliers.

3. Promote risk assesment and find improvement 

opportunities in our strategy and decisión-

making processes.

4. Understanding sustainability as long-term

strategic directive

5. Ensure the relationships with our stakeholders

are strictly under an ethical and transpartent

behaviour.

6. Encourage innovation as one of the key factors

for our strategy implementation.

7. Respect and contribute in the protection of

Fundamental Human Rights.

Sustainable 

Supply Chain

Strategy



KPIs & Measurement  

sources
The Supply Chain KPIs provide value as they are established

according to our objectives or goals and that are backed by

the company's strategy, through the context of organizational

culture.

The metrics applied are the promoters of possible effective

action plans, to make decisions within our management

¿What do we use them for?

Metrics

Allows to 

evaluate the 

performance 

of the process

Identification of  

improvement 

opportunities
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Main indicators framed within the objectives:
KPI - 2022

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

One Two Three Four

GOAL 90%

KPI 1: 

Measure and assess ESG 

criteria on service hiring RFP

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

One Two Three Four

ESG Criteria Supply Chain Risks

GOAL 87%

KPI 2

Risk action plans implementation 

average (current year) 

Implement new treatment 

measures for the risks identified, in 

order to reduce the impact or 

probability, improving by 87% of the 

actions .

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

One Two Three Four

Supplier´s Satisfaction

GOAL 90%

KPI 3

% of supplier satisfaction with  

supply chain management.



Historical data of Supply Chain Indicators

KPI
Data 2018

Corresponds to 2017
Data 2019

Corresponds to 2018 year

Data 2020

Corresponds to 2019 year

Data 2021

Corresponds to 2020 year
Target 2022

Suppliers 

Evaluation

# Suppliers 

evaluated
# Action plans

# Suppliers 

evaluated
# Action plans

# Suppliers  

evaluated
# Action plans

# Suppliers 

evaluated

# Action  

plans

New KPI: 
Measure and asses

ESG criteria on

services hiring

RFP

452 68 747 59 1.063 57 1.143 71 90%

KPI Data 2018 Data 2019 Data 2020 Data 2021 Target 2022

# Identified Controls´s Control # Identified Controls´s Control # Identified Controls´s Control # Identified Controls´s Control # Identified Controls´s Control

Supply

Chain

Risks

risks measurement improvement risks measurement improvement risks measurement improvement risks measurement improvement risks measurement improvement

17
8 weak

4 = 50% 17 4 80% 53 79 52% 56 90 86.48%

Implement new 

treatment measures 

for the risks identified, 

in order to reduce the 

impact or probability, 

improving by 87% of 

the actions.

Obtain 

minimum 

87% in the 

implementati

on

KPI Data 2018 Data 2019 Data 2020 Data 2021 Target 2022

Supplier´s

Satisfaction

# Answers
Average 

Satisfaction
# Answers

Average 

Satisfaction
# Answers

Average 

Satisfaction
# Answers

Average 

Satisfaction

Supplier´s 

Satisfaction

261 86% 150 91,4% 200 93,3% 572 91,4% 90%



Purchasing
IN CELSIA



Processes that support our challenges

Planning of 
Supply 

management

Strategy 
definition

Demand and 
business 
planning

Preselection*

Negotiation  
execution

Creating a 
supplier *

Drawing up a 
contract

(if applicable)

Issuance of  
orders

Import 
management

(if applicable)

Reception of  
materials or 

services

Accounting 
and payment

(Treasury) *

Inventory 
management

(if applicable)

Supplier 
performance  
assessment

Inspection visits  
to suppliers

(if applicable)

Action plans, 
feedback and 

follow-up

Supplier
Creation*

Accounting  
and 

payment

(Treasury) *

Preselection*



TextoPreselection & Selection

Preselection

For the pre selection, the 

validation criteria are:

Selection

For supplier´s selection, the 

criteria are:

The minimum score to be a preselected 

supplier and continue to an RFP is 80%

Criteria Check %

Economic proposal ✓

35 - 50%

Technical proposal ✓ 35 - 50%

Financial ratios ✓ 0 - 10%

Contractor´s Manual
✓

0 - 10%

Socio environmental ✓ 0 - 10%

⭢

The minimum score to select a 

supplier is 80%

Other enablement criteria 

(without %) are: Experience 

in supply and personnel, 

Guarantees or policies, 

OSHAS or similar

⭢ Criteria Check

Financial indicators ✓

Policies and management 

systems
✓

Commercial information ✓

Technical and specific 

information

✓



Sustainable Purchaise

Circular Economy

Carbon footprint

Environmental, Social and 

Governance Criteria -ASG

Gender equality
Vulnerable population inclusion
Policy / Human Rights Commitment
LAFT Policy
Environmental management systems
Environmental licenses and permits

Mandatory requirement for
goods´suppliers

Strategies to work on climate
change



¿How does our company conduct its procurement processes?

Operational Non-Operational

• Hydroelectric generation

• Thermal generation

• Transmission and distribution

• New businesses

• Projects

• Corporate and professional 
services

• IT and telecommunications

• services

• Administrative services

By categories



Celsia – Categories

Hydro

Generation
Thermal Generation

Thermal Districts
Transmission and

distribution

Projecto

TyD - Generation

Wind Farms
Civil Works MRO

Electric Movility Innovation Socio Environmental

Photovoltaic systems 

(Farms – Roofs)

IT

(Core Celsia)



SUMMA - Categories

Memberships and subscriptions, Human resources, Professional 
services (consulting, insurance and legal), Marketing and advertising, 
Travel, Correspondence services, Document management services, 
Leases

Corporate and
professional services

IT services, Hardware and infrastructure, Telecommunications services, 
Software

IT and telecommunications
services

Endowment and personal protection elements, Administrative materials
and supplies, Lubricants and fuels, Food, Cleaning and environmental
services, Repairs and locative maintenance, Security and surveillance,
Transport services, Vehicle fleet, Furniture and fixtures

Administrative services
(facilities)



Procurement levels and Service Level Agreements
Level of 

Purchase

Description Upper Limit 

SMMLV (mínimum  

wage monthly 

current legal)

Upper Limit 

Colombia**

Upper Limit 

Central 

America

Autonomy Limit 

Supply Chain

Minimum amount  

of quotes 

required

Process Type

Level 0 Routine /

Operational

18 $15,800,454 USD 5,000 NA 1 written quote Agile processes

Level 1 Routine / 

Operational

100 $87,780,300 USD 26,000 NA 2 written quote Agile processes

Level 2 Minor 

Negotiation

300 $263,340,900 USD 70,000 LEADER 

CORPORATE  

PURCHASES

3 written quotes Agile processes

Level 3 Tactical 

Negotiation

750 $658,352,250 USD 150,000 LEADER 

CORPORATE  

PURCHASES

3 written quotes More robust  

processes

Level 4 Strategic 

Negotiation

Upper to 750 Upper to

$658,352,250

Upper to USD 

150,000

SUPPLY CHAIN 

LEADER

3 written quotes Strategic 

processes

*If the Negotiator identifies a high risk (according to the Risk and Insurance Manual) in the purchases of level one (1), two (2) or three

(3), it must request the elaboration of a contract, in which the constitution is required of the guarantee policies. For purchases of level

four (4) the formalization of the contract is mandatory if RFP was performed and within it the risk and the need for a contract were

evaluated, otherwise the obligatory nature of the contract can be omitted.

**The established values are before the tax established for the purchase of goods and services in the country that applies

Those processes or controls that must be transferred to work teams other than the Supply Chain, either temporarily or

permanently, must be approved by the Financial Leader.



00

We have an Objective Selection matrix for 

strategic processes

The negotiation process must have the minimum of bidders that is detailed in the previous slide, and invite

whenever possible, all those who meet the minimum prequalification criteria required for the process. With this, it

seeks to promote greater competition and the inclusion of new suppliers to the business. In the event that only

one offer is received in response to an invitation, the Corporate Purchasing team must document the actions

taken to search for the required quotes or the reasons why there is only one supplier, and the selected bid must

comply with the technical and economic requirements demanded by Celsia.

Independent 

selection criteria 

(Triple Validation  

Principle)

Clear commitments to 

communication and 

monitoring during the 

process

Feedback to 

selected suppliers  

of the selection 

matrix

Communication 

templates and models 

implemented under good 

transparency and 

Objective Selection 

practices



Evaluation matrix – Objective Selection

SUPPLIER 1 SUPPLIER 2 SUPPLIER 3

CRITERIA % SUBCRITERIA % RATING SCORE RATING SCORE RATING SCORE

Financial capacity 5.0

Equity

Liquidity 

Leverage 

Profitability 

Working Capital 

Acid Test

Costs / Economic proposal 35.0 Economic proposal

Human Resources 15.0
Contractor´s Manual / Risk assessment 

matrix in OHS

Technical / Functional 35.0

Experience / # projects

Technical specs 

Delivery time

Profiles of Professionals

Socio environmental 10.0

Level 1: G&S with low impact

Level 2: specialized services

Level 3: services with significant impact

100 TOTAL 100,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

The economic and technical criteria will have a minimum individual weighting (35% to 50%) that guarantees an 

adequate balance against the other selection criteria of the parent company. The other criterion will have a 

weighting proposed by the Corporate Purchasing area before launching the invitation to bid.



Total Purchase
In 2021

PURCHASED
Total amount purchased 

COP

COLOMBIA (Pesos) 2.109.846.843.017

CENTRAL AMERICA (USD) 31.191.784

TOTAL PURCHASE G&S 

(COP)
2.226.729.943.693,16

LOCAL PURCHASES Total amount purchased COP

COLOMBIA (Pesos) 1.571.274.004.288

# Local Suppliers in Colombia 2.156

CENTRAL AMERICA (USD) 28.325.456

# Local Suppliers in Central 

America
337

TOTAL LOCAL PURCHASES G&S

(COP)
1.677.416.286.029,44

# TOTAL LOCAL SUPPLIERS

Colombia + Central America
2.493

% LOCAL SUPPLIERS

Colombia + Central America
91,86%

CRITICAL PURCHASED
Total amount critical 

purchased COP

#critical suppliers in Colombia 482

Total critical purcheases in 

Colombia (COP)
2.023.624.076.544

#critical suppliers in Central America 53

Total critical purcheases in Central 

America (USD)
26.989.716,81
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Purchases from suppliers in 2021

Type of

Suppliers
Colombia Centroamérica Celsia Total

Services 1.830 321 2.151

Goods 477 36 513

Total 2.307 407 2.714

The Currency Exchange Rate used was COP$ 3.747,24

SUPPLIERS LEVEL 1

Suppliers Level 1 2.714

Critical Level 1 Suppliers 535

Suppliers Level 1 Amount Purchases COP 2.226.729.943.693,16

Critical Level 1 Suppliers Amount  

Purchases
COP 2.124.761.022.963,1





Risk 
Management



Strategic 
risks of the  
company

https://reporteintegrado2021.celsia.com/sobre-
nuestro-reporte/

https://reporteintegrado2021.celsia.com/sobre-nuestro-reporte/


Strategic 
risks of the  
company

https://reporteintegrado2021.celsia.com/sobre-nuestro-reporte/

https://reporteintegrado2021.celsia.com/sobre-nuestro-reporte/


¿On which strategic risk of the company does the  
Supply area focus on?

Strategic risk Definition of the risk Specific Situation Assessment Mitigation actions

Supply and

distribution  

chain

Failures in the process of

supply and delivery of 

products and services that 

impact the internal and 

external customer.

Inefficiencies in the

supply chain that 

impact the business

Failures in the inventories

management, lack of 

alignment of the processes 

executed by supply chain 

CELSIA and SUMMA and 

contracting out of the formal 

supply procedure

• Monitoring of the supply

model.

•WMS Project 

(Systematization of the 

inventory logistics process).

• Review and adjustment of

the supply chain guidelines

Likewise, it is very important to be aware of the strong impact that risk management has on the entire strategy, for

which a good planning and preparation of risk prevention schemes is necessary to find possible weak points in our

supply chain

In the risk management we have preventive, corrective and detective controls. Once a risk materializes, we take

corrective actions, so that it does not repeat. Likewase the objective is to minimize the monetary, physical or

reputational impact of the event that occurred.

We manage risks through a group tool called NOVASEC: https://www.novasec.co/

https://www.novasec.co/


Since 2016 we have been carrying out a risk identification and assessment

exercise

Matrix of strategic Supply risks



¡IMPORTANT!



Matrix of strategic Supply risks
2022: Supply Chain Processes

1. Sourcing Strategic 2. Corporate Purchasing

9 risks identified:

Critical 1

High 5

Moderate 2

Low 1

9 risks identified:

Critical 1

High 1

Moderate 3

Low 1

The focus on Risk and Supply Chain Management allows us to 

have an internal and external view,  in which ESG variables 

are included for identification, scoring and monitoring out 

suppliers and process risks.



Matrix of strategic Supply risks
2022: Supply Chain Processes

3. Supplier Management 4. Inventory Control

8 risks identified:

Critical 0

High 0

Moderate 6

Low 2

7 risks identified:

Critical 1

High 1

Moderate 2

Low 3



Matrix of strategic Supply risks
2022: Supply Chain Processes

5. National Logistics 6. Foreing trade

8 risks identified:

Critical 1

High 0

Moderate 3

Low 4

13risks identified:

Critical 1

High 5

Moderate 7

Low 0



Risk Management 

with suppliers

It is a holistic view of the supplier, at 

different stages of the relationship 

with this stakeholder, in order to 

mitigate risks in contracting and / or 

take preventive actions before and 

during the execution of contracts.



Texto
Identified Risk RISKS WITH SUPPLIERS

Celsia Strategic

Risk

Potential impact on

business

Correlation with

strategic risks

Establish and / or maintain links with third 

parties that are associated with LAFT crimes

Reputation Reputational /Financial Perfect - Strong

Inadequate Financial structure
Financial Financial Perfect - Strong

Non-complience Legal issues Reputation Reputational /Financial Moderate – Strong

Breaches in the Supply Chain process Supply Chain Reputational /Financial Perfect - Strong

Non-compliance in Environmental aspects Environmental
Environmental/

Financial/ Reputational
Perfect - Strong

Non-compliance in Safety aspects Regulatory Financial Weak

High dependence on a single customer Commercial Reputational/ Financial Weak

Good practices absence and non certifications 

in management systems
Competitors Financial Weak

Failure of procedures that affect business

continuity

Technology/ 

Obsolescence of  

Assets

Reputational/Financial Moderate – Strong

⭢

Decision Matrix

The contribution by the supply chain is 

the coordination and scheduling of 

virtual or face-to-face talks, associated 

with the different topics seen in the 

survey. The talks will be held with 

internal staff, who have the experience 

and knowledge.

Action Plans

The dimensions have causes that are 

analyzed, in order to have action plans with 

the suppliers





Suppliers 
Management
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Objective

We are actors that promote closeness and good 

relations with our suppliers, committed to the 

strengthening and development of them, looking for 

business continuity in the new era of energy

.

Suppliers Management

Our Focus

Inclusion of our suppliers and strengthening of

our relationships throughout the life cycle



¿How do 
we do it?

Transactional

Relational Investment

Be part of the good
energy

www.Celsia.com Newsletter

MESAS DE AYUDA

SABE

SHappy

proveedores@celsia.com

Buzón

Relationship Strategy

http://www.celsia.com/
mailto:proveedores@celsia.com


¿How do we do it?

Biannual Event
Since 2019

Relational Investment

Recognition
categories… 

In the event

Regional Meetings

Colombia and Central America

Coffee sessions / 

Talks

Talks from home
with leaders

Since 2020

Suppliers 

Development Grupo Empresarial 

Argos supplier´s 

program relief, help 

and rescue 

program

Suports Line
COVID-19

Country situationPerformance  

Evaluation

Annual management 

Monitoring to PA

Risk

Management

Supplier´s 

Satisfaction

Relationship  

visits



Strategic Allied definition for 

Supply Chain

It is the unconditional partner that helps us to 

be different, committed to our culture.

The Celsia´s critical suppliers are defined 

as suppliers whose goods, materials, 

services (including intellectual property (IP) / 

patents) have a significant impact on 

competitive advantage, market success, or 

company survival. Critical supplier include high-

volume suppliers, critical component supplier, 

and non-replaceable suppliers, also every 

supplier that is part of the measurement lab, 

finally Level 3 suppliers, in the 300 to 750 

minimum wage range orders, that are part of 

operation and maintenance, projects, solar, retail 

and mobility. 

In 2021 we continue with the identification 

of supplier risks, which may have an impact 

on the business.



Critical tier 1 and non-tier 1 suppliers

The Critical identification suppliers of Celsia for 2021 year, is based on suppliers that are within level 4 of

spend and those that in their service provision or supply of goods have any risk that affects the operation

of our business, for being providers of critical components or for being non-substituable.

Type of supplier Total number of suppliers

Total tier 1 suppliers 2.714

Critical tier 1 suppliers 535

Critical non-tier 1 suppliers 4.118

Likewise, the identification of critical non tier 1 suppliers was obtained from the risk segmentation survey 

and the critical supplier survey.

Goal: The methodology will be reinforced, including in relation visits and in the objective selection of suppliers.



In addition to being a need

framed within ISO 9001,

where it refers to the

purchasing process and how

to maintain a proper follow-

up of the supply chain. Our

process has within its

fundamentals, the Connection

with the Supplier, which

works with the management

of the whole life cycle of the

supplier

Suppliers Assessment
Having an evaluation system, establishing differentiated performance criteria for suppliers of goods and services,

allows the identification of gaps in the management of suppliers, encouraging follow-up and feedback to the action

plans, during the different contractual stages, in order to to ensure the suitability of suppliers in the contracting

processes of Celsia and its subsidiaries.

¿Why do we evaluate

our suppliers?



¿What type of assessment do we carry out?

We have diversity in suppliers who supply goods or materials, others who provide services and others who have critical activities. 

For this reason, we have 3 types evaluations with weighting different in each one:

Goods Assessment

Includes criteria of:

Opportunity, Quality

Services Assessment

Includes criteria of:

Opportunity, Quality, Service, 

Occupational safety and health and 

Socioenvironmental

Contractors Assessment

Includes criteria of:

Opportunity, Quality, Service, 

Socioenvironmental, Occupational safety 

and health and Labor

01 | It is done annually

The previous year is 

evaluated

02 | The evaluation is carried out 

by the contract administrator, with 

the support of the technical areas.

Occupational safety and health area and

Socioenvironmental area

04 | Technological tool

For assessment´s application we 

used an internal tool

03 | The criteria are 

constructed jointly with the 

technical areas.

We established some criteria that

will help us obtain the necessary

information, to see how the process

is working with the supplier and act,

in case that actions have to be

implemented in this regard

Apply to all assessment models



Qualification Note Description Actions

Excellent 5
Exceeds 

expectations

Congratulate and invite 

the supplier, so that it 

continues to strengthen 

its performance

Good 4
Meets the 

criteria

Motivate and invite the 

supplier to strengthen 

their performance

Acceptable 3

Complies 

but with 

restrictions

Feedback and request 

for the supplier´s action 

plan

Deficient 1 Deficient

Feedback and request 

action plan from the 

supplier

¿How do we rate the evaluation criteria?



¿What are the results that can be obtained from the  
Assessment?

Excellent

• Between 96 and 100 
points

• Excellent 
performance and 
working conditions 
that exceed the 
established 
requirements

Good

• Between 80 and 95 
points

• The criteria 
evaluated are met

• There is evidence of 
an adequate 
implementation of 
the mentioned sub 
criteria

• Results are observed 
according to their 
execution

Acceptable

• Between 61 and 79 
points

• The supplier has 
some restrictions, 
where gaps are 
identified as 
opportunities for 
improvement

Deficient

• Less tan 60 points

• The supplier has not 
performed any 
management, as 
required by the 
criteria evaluated

• There are evidences 
of non-compliance 
and results that do 
not comply with its 
execution

Even if the supplier has obtained an optimum rating in the 

global (greater than 80 points), if in the Occupational safety 

and health criteria the quailifcation is less than 16 points, the 

Action Plan must be presented.



SuppliersAssessment results 2021
Colombia and Central America

Suppliers Type Quantity

Goods 398

Services 663

Contractors 220

Received Assessment

• 1143 total suppliers were evaluated, corresponding to orders or contracts valid for 2020.

• 390 Contract Administrators participated in the process.

• 71 improvement plans were requested, corresponding to the Acceptable and Deficient results.

• 3 improvement plans were requested, corresponding to the low results in the OHSAS criteria.

EXCELENT  
33%

373 Suppliers

GOOD  
61%

697Suppliers

ACCEPTABLE  
6%

67 Suppliers

DEFICIENT  
1%

6 Suppliers



Sustainability monitoring Example

Supplier: INGENIERIA Y SOLUCIONES ESPECIALIZADAS S.A.S 

(ISES S.A.S)

1. Supplier Assessment

Annual performance assessment



Sustainability monitoring Example

Supplier: CONFIPETROL SAS

2. Relationship Visits

Report that contains the general data of the supplier, data of celsia, 

reviewed processes, strengths and conclusions.



Sustainability monitoring Example
Supplier: LITO SAS

3. Send report

Sending report to supplier with

feedback, format action plan

and some report attachments



Sustainability monitoring Example

Supplier: LITO SAS

4. Action Plan Supplier

Receipt of supplier their action 

plan





The objective is to reduce the 

accident rate among 

contractors, by implementing a 

Contractor management model.

To improve the supply chain 

through contractors’ safety 

and reliability, thus contributing 

to the sustainability and the 

Value of Life - I Choose to 

Take Care of Myself culture

YEC Program
Our purpose

“I choose to take 

care of myself”



Lines of action

Line 1: Development of
Contractors in SST –
Management and 

Performance

Support for high-value
contractor companies for the
organization aimed at
improving their level of OSH
Management and Culture,
based on the Yo Elijo
Cuidarme model and the
implementation of short-
term actions for specific
contractors.

Line 2: Supply Management 
Improvement

With 3 work fronts:

- Optimization of the
Contractor Management
model.

- Application of the YEC model
in the Supply process (Before
Phase).

- Strengthening the role of the
Contract Administrator.

Line 3: Improvement in the
Planning, Structuring and 

Control of Contracts

Application of improvements in
the planning scheme,
Structuring and Control of
Contracts:

- Purchases Model
- Billing Process
- Internal Costing
- Suppliers´s number
- Contracts´validity





Ethics, transparency, honesty and integrity are

always present in our decisions and are not

negotiable.

Report any wrong or contrary act to our policies.

Línea de transparencia: celsia@lineatransparencia.com
● Colombia: 01 8000 123420
● Costa Rica: (506) 40001941
● Honduras: 800 27919131

● Panamá: (507) 800 2262591 y (507) 832 7907

mailto:celsia@lineatransparencia.com


Scan the QR code of the social network of your preference

FOLLOW US
On our social networks





proveedores@celsia.com

Contact us

Celsia Web Site
www.celsia.com

https://www.celsia.com/es/quienes-somos/proveedores/

mailto:proveedores@celsia.com
http://www.celsia.com/
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